
Installation guidelines
3. The outlets of the channel lines should be derived through a ceiling
brake, which is a shell casing installed as a recess in the ceiling. The inside
diameter of the pipe lead as a ceiling brake should be at least 125 mm up
to max. 140 mm The outlet connection of the car park channels has an
standard outer diameter of 102 mm . The length of the outlet pipe should
be chosen so that it protrudes at least 50 mm below the ceiling!

4. Between the car park channel and the road connecting we recommend
making a maintenance joint. The maintenance joint should be sealed with
an elastic sealant.

5. All adjoining surfaces should be permanently approximately 3 - 5 mm
above the surface of the grating so that whilst snow clearing, cleaning or
any other uses the gratings of the channel cannot be damaged or
unlocked!

6. The gratings must be installed accurately fitted to the length of the
channel lines. Through the grates are put together firmly a longitudinal
movement can be avoided.

7. The bolting of the cover must be tightened with a torque wrench with
8 Nm. If the bolts are overwound, brackets and locking clips can deform. 

8. The bolting of each grating has to be checked regularly.

9. General:
9.1. In areas where enhanced chemical attacks (e.g. de-icing salts, acids, 
bases, etc.) are expected, we recommend to install car park channels
made of high quality stainless steel (e.g. 1.4571 - V4A).
9.2. Cleaning and maintenance: We recommend cleaning the channel as
required to remove deposits of de-icing agents, acids, alkalis and other
chemicals.
9.3. A general guideline in production and processing is also the
EN 1433.

1. The following installation guidelines and examples are designed to use
for an accepted standard and has to be adapted to the location conditions
from the planner. Consider the common known technical rules and
guidelines which are accepted among experts.

2. The installation must be carried out like the installation examples:
2.1. There must be a recess or an anchoring to the slab formwork be
provided according to the installation example..
2.2. When using connecting sockets with anchor plates the holes for
the mounting have to be measured and drilled according to the
installation examples.
2.3. The connecting sockets have to be attached, with intervals of max
2000 mm respectively at every rebated joint, to the foundation. 
Mountings (bolts, anchors, .........) have to be sealed!
2.4. When using connecting sockets without anchor, the channel  
elements are selectively adjusted and secured in each rebated joint 
with a construction adhesive. 
2.5. To achieve tightness to the channel line, we recommend to weld 
the joints tightly or to use a sealing system before the grouting system 
is introduced. 
2.6. Application of sealant system: 
1) light sanding the components in the joint area with a fine abrasive pad
2) clean the components in the joint area with cleaning agent
3) apply primer
4) adhering and sealing; in placing the channel, each channel can be

glued to the connecting socket, the joint is sealed after the
introduction of the grouting

*NOTE: We recommend SIKA products,

such as Cleaner-205, Primer-3 N Sikaflex-Tank!

Please follow the application instructions and

warranty conditions of the manufacturer!

2.7. Construction time barrier: During the construction period a  
precisely fitting shuttering board for reinforcing and to protect from 
contamination of the channel has to be inserted instead of the grating. 
The construction time barrier must not be removed until the grout has 
cured. After removing the cover, we recommend to clean the channel.
2.8. Introducing the grout: It has to be sure that the grout envelopes 
the contour of the channel at an entire surface and without bubbles 
outside. The channel has to be seated solidly to 100%. If this is not the 
case, the channel body can be deformed. NW + 48 mm
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WARNING: acceleration-, braking- and torsional forces must be considered

separately. Follow the installation instructions. Technical changes reserved.
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For any further questions, please contact our technical department. Contact us!
i

Installation example 
BG-FA facade channel.

Installation with limited building seal connection height

When a BG-FA facade channel is used, the initial seal connection height of 
10 cm can be limited to 3 cm or even 1 cm in areas surrounding doors. 
Seal heights are stipulated in Austrian Standard ÖNORM B 3691 and must
be adhered to during construction.

Installation on a roof terrace

The BG-FA facade channel with a branch channel can even be used in a
construction of insignificant height and is advisable to use where there is
a long distance to the next roof drain (top section).

Installation for soil touching areas

BG-FA facade channels with both-sided perforation, laid in a gravel bed 
or drainage concrete, leads the accumulated precipitation water to seep 
into the ground.

BG-FA closed facade channels are suitable for controlled drainage of 
precipitation water, and can be connected to the surface drainage system.

Installation example
BG-FA facade slot channel.

The installation guidelines are examples for generell accepted 
standards and has to be adapted to the location conditions from the 
planner. Consider the common known technical rules and guidelines 
which are accepted among experts.

BG-FA facade slot channels with perforated channel bodies lead the 
resulting facade water into the absorptive base for seepage or lead the 
water through a seal to the drain.

BG-FA facade slot channels with closed channel bodies are suitable for 
controlled drainage of the facade water, and can be connected to the 
surface drainage system.

Installation example
BG-TE terrace slot channel.

The BG-TE Terrace slotted channel is mainly used for drainage of  
terraces and gardens. The big advantage is that this channel enables 
drainage on two levels - the floor covering and the underlying base 
plate.

Through the narrow slot together with the slot inlay the surface water 
is being derived and the intruding seepage is absorbed by the slotted 
channel body.

Through the height adjustment level- and slope differences between 
floor surface and base plate can be perfectly balanced.

NOTE: Galvanised channels must not be laid on fresh lime or 

cement mortar, and must not be grouted with acetic silicone 
so as to avoid corrosion.
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